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Stability Images 

Stability images tend toward symmetry, stillness, triangles, weight.  
Still as a mountain. 

Mobility images toward asymmetry, motion, spheres, and weightlessness.  
Moving as a river. 

Egg cup, egg, egg yoke, upper ribs and lungs, hat. 

Central Mobile Etude 

Dolphin Etude 
Head leading, whole body immediately following.  
Track the movement of the entire mobile. 
Imagine the tail becoming active. 



The Family of Things - Part II 

Feedback. 

How I came to the idea that everything has a nervous system. 
Shoes. 

Tea Gatherings  
Functional. Aesthetic. Social. Spiritual.  
Koicha. Drinking from the same place on the bowl. 
Worn away. 
Like steps upon which people have walking.  
Anne Frank House 

Cloth - The Pinch. 
Touch/Movement/Sound 

Thin objects - Space in the palm. 

Round objects  - Sequence - on and off in the hand. Cling reflex. 
What it means to live a life of not grabbing, not taking, not clutching, not 
holding on to ourselves, to the past, to things.  

Rather to meet things, join them, exist with them and interact with them.  

Rather than the concept of “use”, perhaps the wish to “treat” what we meet and 
interact with in a way that makes them, (animate or inanimate), comfortable 
and respected.  

Unbeknownst to us, we are making ourselves comfortable to make someone 
else or some thing comfortable. If we sing a song to comfort a child, by singing 
the song we comfort ourselves, this comfort expressed in our voice, that 
comforts the child. If we touch an object with the desire to make it comfortable 
because it can feel us, we make our hand comfortable in order to accomplish 
this.  

Likewise, if enraged, we yell our heads off at someone, we hurt ourselves first, 
and then there is collateral damage. A suicide bomber of a sort. That is the way 
of it.  




